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Abstract. For a field k and an odd prime p ¥= char(A:) such that the /»-primary component B(k)^ of the Brauer group B(k) of k is not zero there exists a finite extension k/k such that B(k\p^ contains a nontrivial divisible subgroup.
Let k be an arbitrary field, p ¥= char(A:) a prime, and B(k\p) the /»-primary component of the Brauer group B(k) of k. Brumer and Rosen [1] conjecture that either 2B(k\p) = 0 or B(k\p) contains a nontrivial divisible subgroup. As an easy consequence of our investigation of the relative Brauer group of a maximal /»-extension [3] , we are able to show the conjecture is true modulo a finite extension of k. For the facts about profinite groups used here, we refer the reader to [2] .
Theorem. Let k be a field andp =£ char(A:) a prime. If 2B(k\p) is not zero, then there exists a finite separable extension k/k such that B(k)^p) contains a nontrivial divisible subgroup and the maximal power of p dividing [k : k] is at most 2.
We need a simple lemma for the proof. 
